Appendix E: CEHA probabilistic model outputs
Figure E.1 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell A within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes
Figure E.2 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell B within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes
Figure E.3 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell C within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes.
Figure E.4 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell D within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes.
Figure E.5 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell E within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes
Figure E.6 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell F within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes
Figure E.7 Histograms and cumulative distribution functions of parameter samples and resultant CEHA distances for Cell G within the current, 2080 and 2130 timeframes.